Prayer letter week 2 – 30 July 2018.
Dear brother / sister in Christ.
We are at week 2 of our Tipping point letters, and we trust that you are beginning to acquaint yourself
with our website, and more importantly with the Tipping point concept and items for prayer. In a
nutshell, the Tipping point initiative endeavors to join as many born again believers as possible, country
wide, in prayer for certain critical (Tipping point) items of national importance.
The points for prayer are listed separately on this site under the heading – Prayer topics. You will note
that the topics are arranged to allow you to pray for a different topic each day of the week, with the
exception of the upcoming court case 21 August, which we feel to be so vital as to warrant daily prayer
till conclusion of the case. We have left the topics unchanged for this week, please continue to intercede
on a daily basis.
We truly appreciate your willingness to join us on this prayer journey, most assuredly the Lord who sees
what is done in secret, will reward you in time (Matthew 6:6)
To emphasize the importance of 21 August – herewith an excerpt from the forsa.org.za website. Feel
free to visit this site to gain more insight into the nature of the court case.
“A very important case is being heard in the Pretoria High Court on 21stAugust 2018 which could
potentially have dire implications for the autonomy of the Church – and indeed the broader religious
community – in South Africa. ..... This case has morphed into one which potentially challenges the ability
of each denomination, church or religious grouping to set their own doctrine and to be entitled to govern
their internal affairs according to their own interpretation of their religious doctrine. Should the Court
agree with the CGE’s position, it will effectively mean that churches and religious organizations can be
forced to adopt certain “politically correct” doctrinal positions, even if such positions go directly against
their religious convictions and beliefs.”
Till next week.
Blessings,
Moreleta Park Congregation prayer team.

